The interest for spectral forms of the meteorological equations has grown considerably over the past several years.
The results of the first successful integration of the barotropic vorticity equation in terms of spherical harmonics were published by Baer (1964) .
The application of this method to baroclinic models does not present any additional
problems. An experiment carried out by Li Peng (1965) shows that spectral baroclinic models can produce useful results even at very low resolution.
An extension to the primitive equations appears more problematic and failure to overcome this difficulty would make the method useless. It would not be possible to find any merit in a spectral form that cannot be extended to the complete meteorological equations.
Fortunately, the work of Kubota (1959) and a few others indicates that the complete meteorological equations may be treated in terms of spherical harmonics.
He uses the differentiated form (vorticity and divergence equations) of the two equations for horizontal motion. The divergence equation in particular contains a large number of difficult terms to handle.
The method appears as extremely laborious and it can discourage any attempts towards implementation.
A different approach will be used in the present experiment because of its greater simplicity.
In order to avoid using the differentiated form of the meteorological equations it has been found that the horizontal components of the wind must be represented by functions other than spherical harmonics.
The functions that must be used do not differ much in nature from the truncated series of spherical harmonics used to represent temperature and vertical motion. Once that the problem of representing the horizontal components of the wind has been solved, the differentiated form no longer has to be used and this eliminates the most serious barrier that prevented us from integrating the primitive meteorological equations.
The method
Spherical harmonics are associated Legendre polynomials of the first kind and the meteorological equations may be treated in terms of the elements that constitute these polynomials instead of using the polynomials themselves. This simplifies the multiplication process significantly and eliminates some of the difficulties present in the method of multiplication described by Silberman (1954 carried out because it would not be possible then to transform the results back to the form used in (10).
The distinction being made here is emphasized by calling (10) a "true staler" and the expression used in both (11) and (12) is called a "horizontal vector component".
The only difference between the two is a division by cos cp, but this distinction is very important.
It forms the basis of the method described here.
When cos* appears more than once in the denominator, the division is carried out with the formula :
When such a division is required in the meteorological equations as in (6), (8) and (9), it truns out that the polynomial appearing in the numerator is always exactly divisible by cos2*.
For a complete description of the multiplication we will use the fields : Q with coefficients Bum, R with coefficients Cum and S with coefficients Dam. Equations (18) and (20) are not used for M=0.
The upper limits of the first two summation in (19) and (20) have been left undefined.
The summation ends when it generates terms which are not part of the representation.
In the meteorological equations, the various operations are performed without any truncation.
The calculations proceed until they generate the partial time derivative of a true scalar.
At this point, the array of coefficients is truncated by making the truncation errors orthogonal with each of the terms retained for further calculations. This process uses the functions These functions have the following property:
where the "bar" represents the integral over the entire surface of the earth.
The elimination of a term Gnm is achieved by replacing this term by Gnm -Hnm. The highest order term in this last expression is Gn -2m as may be seen from (21). This technique is always applied to the highest value of n which is then reduced by two units.
It is repeated until all the undesired terms have been eliminated.
It should be noted that the functions Hnm are the spherical harmonics presented in a different form.
The various operations described in this section are required for the integration of the meteorological equations. Each variable is represented by a truncated double series in accordance with (10). The derivatives of a meteorological variable are calculated by using (11) and (12) and the product of two variables requires the application of (17), (18) r is a net radiative cooling coefficient. TE is a radiative equilibrium temperature.
The following boundary conditions are used
These values would give a friction layer with a depth of 800 meters and a drag coefficient representative of a flat land area. The vertical grid is given in Fig. 1 , equations (24), (25) and (26) are applied at all
The experiments performed by Mintz (1964) indicate that the absence of topography will not affect significantly some aspects of the results. the odd levels, equations (27) and (28) A slight modification of the procedure was used in this case.
The star represents a preliminary value and the absence of a star represents a final value.
As indicated by (34) all time steps use centered finite differences except the first one where forward differences are used. The application of (35) starts after the second time step. The scheme described above acts as a weak filter and it was the only filter used in the model.
The properties of (34) and (35) are discussed in detail in a report by the author (1965) .
A time step of 20 minutes was used for the integration.
At the beginning of a time step, only true scalars are available, namely the stream function *, the potential function *, and then *, T and *.
The horizontal components of the wind are then calculated.
For the integration of (24) and (25) the following relations indicate that there will be no difficulty with divisions by cos2* and here also (8) and (9) apply.
The predictive equations are used to evaluate the local time derivatives.
The local time derivatives of vorticity and divergence are obtained from the local time derivatives of u and v. All local time derivatives of true scalars are then truncated to their original size by using the spherical harmonics defined in (21). Forecasts of vorticity and divergence are then obtained and finally converted into forecasts of * and *.
This method has the advantage that it uses the same truncation process for all the variables. Horizontal vector components appear at intermediate stages of the calculations.
The attempt made by Kubota to avoid this occurence produces very cumbersome equations.
Allowing horizontal vector components to appear at intermediate stages clearly simplifies the numerical procedure.
The model described above is sufficiently elaborate to test the applicability of the spectral method, but it does not contain, at present, all the features required for a high quality general circulatic experiment.
Results
The integration was started from an atmosphere at rest and at a uniform temperature of 280°K. All the coefficients with indices in the following range were used giving a set of 15 permissible coefficients for each variable.
The integration was carried over a period of 200 days and then at this point the resolution was increased to
In these equations, * cos * and v cos cp are true scalars so that (8) and (9) apply to the non-linear terms of the total derivatives of the right hand side and the last term of (37) may be written as two jet streams and the equatorial easterlies present reasonably realistic characteristics. The parameters used in the model represent the month of January, this is evidenced in the cross-section with the stronger stream appearing in the northern hemisphere and at low latitudes.
The mean zonal flow did not show very significant variations during the last 10 days of the integration indicating that the model atmosphere reached a form of dynamic equilibrium at this stage.
The integration of the meteorological equations in terms of spherical harmonics is particularly well adapted for studies of the behaviour of planetary waves.
In the atmosphere, these waves are either stationary or move very slowly.
The work of Eliasen and Machenhauer (1965) The fluctuations in amplitude and phase decrease considerably towards the end of the integration indicating that the fluctuations were probably caused by the increase in resolution.
The resolution used in the model is not high enough to give realistic mean meridional circulation cells. Charts of the geopotential or the stream function (Fig. 4 ) lack in detail and because of the absence of topography, they have no characteristics that could be attributed to particular regions of the earth. These shortcomings did not prevent the simulation from being realistic on the planetary scale and within the limitations mentioned above this experiment has been a successful test of the spectral method.
Conclusions
Spherical harmonics or the elements that constitute these functions may be used successfully to integrate the complete meteorological equations.
There are no serious difficulties associated with this method.
An extension to a three-dimensional functional representation should logically follow. A functional representation in the vertical coordinate would have to account for the presence of boundaries, but this does not appear to be a fundamental difficulty.
A completely three-dimensional spectral representation would require finite difference approximations in the local time derivatives only and the truncation errors in this case would be more easily controlled.
Spectral forms of the meteorological equations may never compete successfully with the grid point method for the operational production of weather forecasts, but there are a number of problems that could use functional representations advantageously. General circulation experiments and extended forecasts do not require a very high resolution and for this reason might be treated more effectively with spherical harmonics.
In the immediate future, comparisons between the spectral method and the grid point method will provide a considerable amount of information about the relative merits of each method.
It is only after a series of comparisons that it will be possible to decide which method should be used for any particular group of experiments.
